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Result: Ballot is valid (61% voter response)
Ballot passed (85% approval)
Thanks to all who reviewed the document and commented
Ballot closes today (June 19th)
Status as of June 18th

Voting Members = 36
Respondents = 18
Approve = 15
Disapprove = 1
Waive = 2

Potential Result:
Ballot is valid (50% voter response)
Ballot passes with 83% approval
(subject to changes by end of the day)
Comments by Category
TR & T

• Comments related to PTP
  – 1, 9, 85, 10, 11, 16, 17, 23, 24,
• Comments related to conformance clause
  – 89, 92, 70, 4, 113, 114, 115, 116
• Comments related to terminology/language
  – 111, (87, 95, 78, 13, 97)
• Comments related to other items
  – 112, 82,
Comments by Category
ER & E (mostly)

• Comments related to referencing other standards/title page/amendment numbers/clause numbers
  – 80, 81,
• Comments related to language/rewording
  – 66, 63, 12,
• Typos
  – 79, 26, 67, (27, 68), (8,64),
• Miscellaneous
  – 25,